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Abstract

Automatic modulation classification (AMC) plays an increasingly vital role in
cognitive radio (CR), cognitive electronic warfare, and other areas. It aims at
classifying the modulated modes of the received signals accurately and provides a
guarantee for the subsequent detailed parameter identification. Deep learning
(DL) methods allow the computer to automatically learn the pattern features and
integrate features into the process of building the model, thereby reducing the
incompleteness caused by artificial design features. At the same time, the DL
methods have been applied in the AMC field as its powerful ability to process
complex data and have achieved excellent performance in recent years. In this
paper, we propose a deep ensemble learning AMC network, which uses a
multi-model ensemble method to fuse multiple DL features. Specifically, different
DL models are integrated by ensemble learning, which enhances the learning
ability of the single model. With the proposed ensemble model trained on a
measured wireless signal dataset, we conclude that the ensemble structure of
Inception and CLDNN can fuse spatial features and temporal features, and
achieve state-of-the-art performance in AMC tasks. Besides, the impact of the
inphase/quadrature (I/Q) sample-length on wireless signals is further
investigated, and find that the classification accuracy of the deep ensemble model
is improved by 0.7% to 10% compared to the single model under various
sample-length. Simultaneously, we visualize convergence clustering with
t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE), and the visualization
results prove that the deep ensemble model has a stronger clustering ability than
a single model.

Keywords: automatic modulation classification; deep learning; cognitive radio;
ensemble learning; LSTM; inception

1 Introduction
As the 6th generation mobile networks (6G) satisfies the growing demand for com-

munication applications, and the new generation of communication technology rep-

resented by 6G will bring new impetus to industrial development and innovation.

Wireless communication architectures are gradually becoming intelligent and auto-

mated. Among them, some researchers proposed intelligent solutions for automatic

modulation classification (AMC), which promotes wireless signal recognition, spec-

trum monitoring [1, 2]. In wireless signal application scenarios, cognitive radio (CR)

mainly addresses spectrum allocation and management, and AMC is a critical task

to be solved urgently [3, 4, 5, 6].

For the specific signal processing, we first use an appropriate classifier to classify

the modulated modes, then select the corresponding demodulator to recover the sig-

nal data according to the modulated modes. The traditional classification methods
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can be summarized as likelihood-based (LB) and feature-based (FB) [7]. The former

is based on the theory of probability and hypothesis testing, and the latter selects

the statistical feature that reflects the difference over modulated modes manually.

There are primarily the following methods: parameter statistical feature method,

high-order analytical feature method, constellation diagram method, wavelet trans-

form feature method, cyclic spectrum feature method, etc. [8, 9]. However, since

the implementation of manual operations, it is challenging to design an end-to-end

classification system. Furthermore, in the environment with a low signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR), these traditional methods are arduous to play a useful role.

With the emergence of big data and the increase in computing capacity, DL has

become an essential tool of artificial intelligence technology and has been widely

used in face recognition, speech recognition, natural language processing, search

recommendation, game confrontation, etc. [10, 11]. For AMC, DL-based methods

utilize the self-organization and self-learning mechanism of neural networks to ex-

tract the wireless signal feature and fit feature space using nonlinear DL methods.

Finally, the back-end classifier decides to complete the classification and recognition

of the modulated signal.

With the help of dominant computing power, the deep network learns complex

feature representations from the complex data, and for wireless signal data simi-

larly. The DL-based modulated modes classification can divide into two categories:

statistical features based that use the DL model to classify, and the classification

process is complicated. The other one extracts features by the convolutional neural

networks (CNNs) and uses the DL network to classify the signal data automatically.

The classification of modulated modes has some differences compared to image clas-

sification. Digital modulated classification locates at the receiving end of a digital

communication system, which is different from natural image classification, and the

wireless modulated signal may face many uncertain channel interferences during

transmissions, such as frequency offset and thermal noise. Eliminating the influence

of these noises and improving the accuracy of AMC is a complicated process, and

many researchers are trying to solve these issues in AMC.

Our method utilizes a fusion layer to measure the importance and compatibil-

ity of the primary classifier. In backpropagation training, the weights associated

with the classifier are learned to achieve the best combination of basic classifiers

in the set. Besides, ensemble learning can integrate heterogeneous models through

backpropagation, thereby taking advantage of multiple features obtained through

assign weights to classifiers successfully. Ensemble learning tries to combine various

weak supervision models, and achieves more comprehensive and powerful supervi-

sion models. The basic idea of ensemble learning is that even if a weak classifier

gets a wrong prediction, other weak classifiers can correct them. In this paper, we

integrate the DL model to enhance the feature extraction ability of the model and

finally achieve the purpose of improving the classification accuracy. Our contribu-

tions are as follows:

(1) We applied ensemble learning to the modulated modes classification issues.

Through the combination of multiple integration methods, an end-to-end ensem-

ble learning classifier is obtained. This method can provide abundant features and

improve the problem of poor adaptability under low SNR and low sampling rates.
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(2) Specifically, for the AMC task, we combined two by two based on the baseline

model and exploring the classification ability under various conditions. The compar-

ative experiment found that the deep ensemble method achieves high classification

recognition accuracy and stability.

(3) Through comparative experiments, analyze the performance of the model

by comparing the experimental indicators such as accuracy, recall, and F1 score.

The experimental results show that the ensemble learning method can effectively

improve the classification accuracy and stability of the model. By comparing the

classification capabilities under different signal sampling lengths, we found that

when the signal length is shorter, it is about 10% higher than the single baseline

model. Through the t-SNE graph, the intermediate output process of the classifier

is obtained, and it is found that the integrated model has a strong clustering ability.

2 Related Work

In this section, we will review some recent relevant literature on specific DL-based

signal classification methods and ensemble learning algorithms.

2.1 DL-Based Methods

With the widespread application of CR, DL-based AMC has attracted much at-

tention. In [12], the author proposed a modulation recognition algorithm based on

the constellation and subtractive clustering. Xing Z. proposed a modulated modes

recognition algorithm to classify MPSK based on cyclic spectral peak positions and

compressed sensing [13]. In [14], the author offered a modulated recognition algo-

rithm based on wavelet transform features, compressed sensing, and support vector

machines (SVM). After compressed sensing processing, the wavelet transform fea-

tures have a lower dimension while retaining all the feature information. In [15],

the author proposed an algorithm based on entropy features and random forests,

which brought in a higher recognition rate and lower temporal complexity. Timothy

J. O’ shea directly applied the method of the deep neural network to modulation

signal recognition, designed an end-to-end recognition network, and used the pow-

erful fitting ability of the neural network to improve the classification accuracy and

generalization ability significantly [16].

Yun Lin used the neural network, Softmax, KNN, and deep self-classifier to clas-

sify various modulated modes such as MASK, MPSK, MFSK, MSK, MQAM, and

made the promising results [17]. Krishna Karra experimented on the signal dataset

from [17], and used a hierarchical deep neural network (H-DNN) to complete the

recognition tasks of signal data type, modulated type, and modulated order, and

achieved good recognition effect [18]. Yu Wang found that the recognition rate of

DL models is limited by high-order QAM and designed a front-back neural network

[19]. Former CNN focuses on the inter-class classification of modulated modes, and

latter CNN focuses on the intra-class recognition to solve the high-order QAM clas-

sification issue. To further eliminate the effect of low SNRs, Keerthi et al. developed

a CNN network based on the research of [16], and added the dropout layer, aux-

iliary information, and adopted hybrid learning to classify 11 modulated modes.

The simulation results showed that the recognition rate could reach more than 90%

under the SNR is -2dB [20].
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2.2 Ensemble Learning Methods

Ensemble learning methods are widely used for dealing with multiclass classification

problems, and improve overall classification accuracy by making features work bet-

ter and promoting each model [21]. A host of algorithms are built based on the idea

of fusion, including Boosting, Random Forest, XGBoost [22], GBDT, etc., which

can be divided into data layer fusion, feature layer fusion, and decision layer fusion

[23, 24]. The construction of the base model and the selection of the fusion method

is a critical step, which ensure the participating models achieve better performance.

Suitable fusion methods improve the effect of integration effectively. Decision fusion

methods include label output-based fusion methods, probability output-based fu-

sion methods, and bayesian fusion methods. Yue Zhao made the model combination

easier by designing the combo toolkit [25].

Deep feature-level fusion schemes have an excellent capability of data representa-

tions for improving the performance of AMC, and a host of researchers have done

work in this area. For instance, Karpathy proposed various fusion schemes to pro-

cess 117 types of features [26]. Sun used a restricted Boltzmann machine to perform

inference from complementary high-level features [27]. Ng designed an end-to-end

framework using the long short-term memory (LSTM) to process the features ex-

tracted from video frames by CNN [28]. Those feature-level fusion methods for the

following processing achieved promising classification results. For ensemble learning

in AMC tasks, one has to consider not only the information in the spatial domain

but also the complex associations in the temporal domain. However, due to the fu-

sion of spatial and temporal features, it would unavoidably induce high-dimensional

representations, which raise significant challenges for the efficiency of AMC.

3 Methods

3.1 Ensemble model

In general, different DL models have distinct structures under different application

scenarios, and their recognition capabilities are varied [29]. So far, there is no uni-

versal artificial intelligence model that has superior performance in various contexts.

To enhance the stability of the model and combine the predictive capabilities of var-

ious features, the idea of the ensemble method appeared naturally. The idea is to

make full use of the advantages of different algorithms, fuse multiple features, learn

from each other, and make a comprehensive judgment to form a robust algorithm

framework with strong adaptability. Simultaneously, these features have comple-

mentary advantages, which improve the generalization ability, and have superior

stability.

We consider combining the feature extraction layer of the Inception module with

CLDNN to extract powerful feature expressions. Overall, we design an end-to-end

structure from signal data input to feature extraction processing, feature fusion,

and final decision output. In Fig. 1, we showed the overall structure of the ensemble

learning model. At the input layer, the signal data enters the two models separately.

After processing by the convolutional layer, LSTM layer, and fully connected (FC)

layer of the two branch models, obtain the features lastly. Then cascading the

output of these two branch models together, and the concatenation function can be

expressed as Z = C(fm1(z1), fm2(z2)), where z1 is the output of one of the models
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in the upper layer, z2 is the other one. fm1 and fm2 are branch models, C is the

cascading stitching operation, and Z is the result of the cascade. C is the input of

the last FC layer, and the output is calculated and determined by the activation

function Softmax. The following sections will introduce the details of the single

model under the deep ensemble model.

3.2 Inception module

Convolution kernels of different shapes and sizes in the CNN structure can extract

various features. According to this principle, Google first proposed GoogLeNet,

which is composed of the Inception module. Its main idea is to use different sizes

of convolution kernels to perform convolution calculations and obtain various scale-

space features. It uses a 1*1 convolution kernel to reduce the dimension and com-

putational complexity. The Inception module utilizes the principle of sparse matrix

decomposition into dense matrix calculations to speed up the convergence speed.

Then the feature vectors obtained by the convolution are fused to improve the fea-

ture perception ability. These fused features can significantly improve classification

performance.

Similarly, in the automatic classification task of wireless signals, multi-scale re-

ceptive fields are required to obtain attribute information such as phase and fre-

quency characteristics of signal data. We introduce the main idea of the Inception

module and design a feature extraction module for signal data. According to the

two-dimensional image convolution model, different convolution kernel scales are

improved and develop the one-dimensional convolution kernels for signal data. As

shown in Fig. 2, for the Inception module details, it contains four different convolu-

tion kernels and a maximum pooling layer. The sizes of the convolution kernels are

1*1, 1*3, 1*5, 1*8, and the kernel size of the Maxpooling layer is 1*2, which can

reduce the deviation of the estimated mean caused by the parameter error of the

convolution layer. Finally, the three-way feature stack is accumulated and fused as

the output of the Inception module.

3.3 CLDNN Module

The CLDNN model performs prominently on automatic speech recognition (ASR).

Through the unique module design, the compelling features are related to improving

the model classification ability. Its structure contains the following functions: CNN

can reduce frequency offset changes, LSTM can provide long-term memory, and

DNN can non-linearly map features to an abstract space for effective separation.

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is heavily used for learning persistent features

from temporal series data. LSTM is a particular type of RNN which is efficient in

learning long-term dependencies. The time-domain convolution of input features is

added to CNN to reduce variance changes further, and then use associations in the

temporal domain. In ASR, the speaker ID can be output in combination with the

speaker depth feature. Whether DNN or LSTM, it does perform very well in specific

effects, but it cannot perform well in all tasks of speech processing. Generally, each

neural network has its advantages, and CLDNN is a combination of benefits.

For data with sequence attributes, the relationship between the current time and

the time before-after is a powerful feature, and making full use of this feature can
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enhance the recognition ability of the model. Similarly, communication signals have

temporal attributes, and we introduce a feature extraction layer of the CLDNN

network structure. For the CLDNN structure we used, the main modules are four

convolutional layers, two LSTM layers [30]. LSTM cells have an internal state (ct)

along with three gates, and the block diagram of the LSTM cell is presented in Fig.

3, along with the corresponding equations.

Gates.

it = σ(Wi[xt, ht−1] + bi)

ft = σ(Wf [xt, ht−1] + bf )

ot = σ(Wo[xt, ht−1] + bo)

(1)

Input transform.

c̃t = tanh(Wc[xt, ht−1] + bc (2)

State update.

ct = ft · ct−1 + it · c̃t

ht = ot · tanh(ct)
(3)

where t is the current moment, t− 1 is the previous moment. ft is forget gate, it is

input gate, ot is output gate, ct is the cell state, c̃t is the cell state candidate value, ht

is the hidden layer state value. Activation function σ is defined as σ(x) = 1/(1+e−x),

and tanh(x) = (ex − e−x)/(ex + e−x). W and b are the weight and bias, and the

different subscripts are used to distinguish. LSTM controls information through

these structures. Firstly, the forget gate combines the previously hidden layer state

value ht−1 and the current input xt, and decides to discard specific old information

through the sigmoid function σ. Secondly, the input gate and tanh decide what new

information is saved from the hidden layer activation value ht−1 and the current

input value xt at the previous moment, and obtain the candidate value c̃t. Then,

combining the forget gate and the input gate to discard and saving the information

to obtain the cell state ct at the current moment. Finally, the output gate combine

with tanh decides which information in ht−1 and xt, ct is output as the hidden

layer states ht at this moment. LSTM discard, maintain and update information

through a series of gating structures. As the final result of ht is obtained by multiple

functions, and combined with the sum operation, it is not easy to produce gradient

disappearance during backpropagation.

To solve the issue of gradient disappearance during model training, and increase

the sparsity to facilitate calculation. The scaled exponential linear units (SELU)

is selected as the activation function for all available layers except the last fully

connected layer.

fselu(z)j = λ







z, z > 0

αez − α, z ≤ 0
(4)
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where z is the calculated result of the previous layer, α is the hyperparameter.

We use Softmax as the final decision output of the fully connected layer, which is

defined as follow,

fSoftmax(zj) =
ezj

∑K

k=1 e
zk

(5)

where zj represents the j-th input value of the Softmax layer. Then we can take

it as a probability, and the classification decision result can be judged according

to the probability. We use cross-entropy as the loss function, which can speed up

model convergence, and it is defined as follows,

H(p, q) = −

N
∑

i=1

p(xi)log(q(xi)) (6)

where p(xi) is the true probability distribution and q(xi) is the predict probability

distribution.

4 Experimental

4.1 Datasets and Setting

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model, we use the RadioML2018.10a as

experimental data to complete the classification task and evaluate the DL model

performance. RadioML2018.10a is a measured modulated signals dataset and re-

leased by the O’Shea team in [16]. Compared with the previous data set, it ex-

pended to 24 categories. The authenticity is closer to the signal data applied in the

actual scene, which can be expressed as:

r(k) = s(k) + n(k) = hej(2πfk+θ)x(k) + n(k) (7)

where s(k) is the discrete wireless signal samples, n(k) is the noise included in the

measured dataset and it includes carrier frequency offset (CFO), symbol rate offset

(SRO), delay spread, and thermal noise. These noises are common interferences of

measured wireless signal data in channel propagation. k is the sample index for

a sampling frequency fs. h is the signal amplitude, x(k) denotes the k-th sym-

bol generated from constellation with unit average power. The SNR of the signal

is defined as SNR = 10log10h
2/2σ2 (from -20dB to + 30dB), where h2 is the

signal power and σ2 is the noise power. The 24 categories included in this data

set are 32PSK, 16APSK, 32QAM, FM, GMSK, 32APSK, OQPSK, 8ASK, BPSK,

8PSK, AM-SSB-SC, 4ASK, 16PSK, 64APSK, 128QAM, 128APSK, AM-DSB-SC,

AM-SSB-WC, 64QAM, QPSK, 256QAM, AM-DSB-WC, OOK, 16QAM, which rep-

resented by IQ channels, and the length of each channel is 1024. The data of each

signal is stored in a [2, 1024] matrix form. All implementations of the network are

based on Keras with Tensorflow as the backend. GPU composed of one NVIDIA

GeForce RTX 2080Ti is applied for training and testing networks.

The appropriate performance metric is indispensable for evaluating the perfor-

mance of wireless signal classification. The overall accuracy cannot meticulously
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evaluate the performance of classification. In addition, we introduce some perfor-

mance metrics for comprehensively evaluating the performance of classifying tasks.

False positives (FP), false negatives (FN), and true positives (TP) are often uti-

lized for assessing the performance of the machine learning algorithms. Positive and

negative represent the judgment results of the model, and true and false evaluate

whether the judgment result of the model is correct. On the basis, precision, re-

call, and F1-score are calculated for the task. Precision means the proportion of

actual cases (TP) for all positive cases (TP + FP) determined by the model. For

all positive cases (TP + FN) in the dataset, the proportion of positive instances

(TP) correctly judged by the model to all positive cases is the recall. F1–score is

the harmonic mean of precision and recall. They are defined as follows.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(8)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(9)

F1− score = 2 ∗
Precision ∗Recall

Precision+Recall
(10)

4.2 Baselines

In some recent studies, a host of AMC methods based on DL structures have been

proposed, and these deep models have excellent performance. In the paper [16],

the author offers two AMC methods based on DL structure: VGGNet and ResNet.

The author conducted experiments on the measured data set RadioML2018a. From

the experimental results, ResNet achieved the best results. In this experiment, we

take the four single model of e.t., VGGNet, ResNet, CLDNN, and Inception, as the

baseline as the baseline and compare them with the deep ensemble learning model.

The VGGNet has shown in Fig. 4(a). The model is composed of seven convo-

lutional blocks and two fully connected layers. Each convolution block contains a

convolutional layer and a maximum pooling layer. Since the signal data is high-

dimensional, and directly using the fully connected layer network structure to fit

such high-dimensional data has a massive redundancy, it can be solved by the

convolution layer and the maximum pooling layer. The convolutional layer learns

the relationship between several adjacent values. The maximum pooling can down-

sample, reduce dimensionality, remove redundant information, compress features,

and simplify network complexity. Finally, the fully connected layer learns the deep

spatial characteristics of the low-dimensional modulated signal data through the

powerful fitting ability. The Softmax function determines the decision result by

the calculated probability value, and output the final category.

With the deepening of the neural network layer, various problems in the network

training cause the model not to converge ideally. Generally, the parameter initial-

ization of each convolutional layer is close to 0. The training process is to update the

weight parameters of each layer continuously. However, the gradient of the model

disappears as the network layer deepens so that the superficial parameters cannot

be updated. Redundant layers in the deep network make backpropagation arduous,
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Table 1 Comparison of classification accuracy of algorithms under different
SNRs

Methods -12dB -6dB 0dB 6dB 12dB 18dB 24dB 30dB

CLDNN 0.082 0.25 0.478 0.803 0.93 0.935 0.937 0.934

VGGNet 0.098 0.268 0.538 0.834 0.932 0.936 0.934 0.935

ResNet 0.068 0.2 0.475 0.835 0.963 0.965 0.965 0.966

Inception 0.082 0.239 0.53 0.839 0.943 0.951 0.95 0.95

ResNet+CLDNN 0.084 0.25 0.523 0.847 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97

VGGNet+CLDNN 0.1 0.274 0.551 0.886 0.96 0.962 0.963 0.962

ResNet+VGGNet 0.094 0.233 0.541 0.887 0.96 0.962 0.962 0.962

ResNet+Inception 0.083 0.209 0.52 0.853 0.969 0.97 0.97 0.969

VGGNet+Inception 0.095 0.249 0.545 0.85 0.939 0.943 0.942 0.944

Our model 0.096 0.261 0.542 0.896 0.971 0.976 0.976 0.975

and the network is expected to reduce the impact of these unnecessary layers. By

adding identity mapping to ensure that the input and output of this layer are the

same, and reduce the impact of the redundant layer. The main idea of ResNet is

to add a direct connection channel in the network. The former network structure is

a nonlinear transformation of the performance input, while the directly connected

channel allows retaining a certain proportion of the output of the previous network

layer. The first one undergoes convolution processing through two weight layers to

obtain f(x). The second one maps directly without any processing. Finally, we add

the output values of the two channels, and then calculate the activation function

to get the result relu(f(x) + x), where relu is defined as relu(x) = max(0, x). relu

makes the network sparse and improves computing efficiency. Fig. 4(b) shown the

details of ResNet. The residual stack is composed of a linear convolution layer and

a Maxpooling layer. Overall, the network consists of six residual blocks and two

fully connected layers. The activation function in the fully connected layer is selu,

which can help maintain a larger gradient optimization.

Table 2 Comparison of multi-model with baseline
CNNs

Methods Accuracy Precision Recall F1

CLDNN 0.585 0.65 0.6 0.6

VGGNet 0.6 0.65 0.6 0.6

ResNet 0.594 0.68 0.6 0.62

Inception 0.6 0.65 0.62 0.62

ResNet+CLDNN 0.611 0.68 0.62 0.64

VGGNet+CLDNN 0.606 0.67 0.6 0.62

ResNet+VGGNet 0.613 0.69 0.61 0.63

ResNet+Inception 0.605 0.68 0.62 0.64

VGGNet+Inception 0.606 0.69 0.63 0.64

Our model 0.62 0.7 0.62 0.64

5 Results and Discussion

We compare the deep ensemble model with other networks are shown in Table 1.

The baseline models used in the experiments are CLDNN, VGGNet, ResNet, and

Inception. Besides, we integrated these four baseline models and compared them

to each other to obtain conclusions. We can learn that the performance of these

proposed models is better than single models and other ensemble models, especially

in the low SNR part, from 0dB to 10dB. When it compares to the Resnet, the best

promotion is back up to 8.1%. The experimental results demonstrate that the deep

ensemble model is able to apply to different types of communication data and has

a stable and compelling performance.
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In Table 1, the experimental results of the deep ensemble learning model and

the single model under different SNRs are presented. The results demonstrate that

compared with the classification accuracy of a single model, the deep ensemble

learning model has an excellent performance improvement, and the classification

accuracy under each SNR is improved by 0.2% to 8%. In detail, the experimental

results of different fusion ways are different. Under the SNR of -12dB and -6dB, the

classification result of the VGGNet and CLDNN integrated model is the optimal

performance. In the SNR exceeds 10dB, The ensemble method of Inception and

CLDNN achieves the best classification accuracy. The existence of these differences

depends on the diversity and collaboration of the features of the fusion model com-

bination. The presence of these differences depends on the variety and cooperation

of the fusion model combination. Overall, the deep ensemble model we proposed

achieved the highest accuracy of the measured modulated modes classification. The

reason for our model improvement is that the model integrates the powerful spa-

tial feature extraction function Inception and the better temporal representation of

CLDNN. By combining these models, rich features are merged. In the face of var-

ious channel noises and physical differences between the transmitter and receiver,

the model still has a robust performance.

In Fig. 5, the confusion matrix of our model from 0db to 30dB is shown partly. It

can be seen that the classification accuracy of 24 different measured signals increases

with the increase of SNR. In an environment with the SNR exceeds 10dB, our model

classification accuracy can reach 97.6%. These matrices demonstrate that the high-

order QAM is more confusing than other categories. Since high-order QAM are more

susceptible to interference from noise signals in IQ data representation, making

high-dimensional data indistinguishable in low-dimensional projections. Secondly,

the error mainly comes from the confusion between AM-SSB-WC and AM-SSB-SC.

After a discrete sampling of the analog signal, the DL model has a specific error

when classifying the analog signal in this scenario, which indicates more effective

analog signal characteristics need to be obtained.

As shown in Fig. 6, we compare the performance of deep ensemble learning net-

works under different signal sampling lengths (1024, 512, and 256). The results of

the experiment demonstrate our model works best under various conditions, and the

accuracy of the deep ensemble learning model at different sampling lengths increase

from 0.2% to 12%. Among them, when the sampling length is 256, the deep ensem-

ble learning model generally improves the accuracy by about 10%, which benefits

from the deep ensemble model can extract more abundant signal features. Besides,

with the increase of signal length, the classification accuracy is also improved. It

proves that only with ample features can help the model perform better. Thus ,

when the signal adopts a shorter length, the rich features extracted in our model

can help the classifier keep the classification ability.

In Table 2, the average accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score of the signal data

at all SNRs are compared by the four single models with the deep ensemble learning

model. Experimental results verified by different classification criteria prove that the

method of integrating multiple deep features has better classification results than

a single DL model. The overall classification accuracy is improved by 4%. F1-score

is the overall performance of the model’s stability and accuracy. The comparison of
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F1-score demonstrates that the overall performance of the deep ensemble model is

compelling improved.

t-SNE is a method of data reduction and visualization by transforming the sim-

ilarity between data points into probability. It reduces the high-dimensional data

to 2-3 dimensions, and finally displays the distribution in low-dimensional coor-

dinates. Although other data dimensionality reduction and visualization methods,

like Isomap, LLE, variants, are more suitable for developing a single continuous

low-dimensional manifold. By using t-SNE, the similarity between samples can be

displayed accurately. In this paper, we utilize t-SNE for assessing the separability

of data and act on the output of the last fully connected layer. Fig. 7(a) and Fig.

7(b) show the t-SNE distribution of Inception and CLDNN, which is the compo-

nent of our model. Fig. 7(c) shows the t-SNE distribution of Resnet with the best

performance in a single model, while Fig. 7(d) represents the distribution of the

deep ensemble learning network, both of them are in the case of SNR is 30dB. We

can see that the model clusters the same kind of signals into a region, while the

deep ensemble learning network mainly converts the same category data to a line.

The multi-model fusion network divides features more precisely and classifies them

more accurately.

6 Conclusion

A single DL model is proposed with a single feature extraction function in this paper.

Based on the single DL model, a novel end-to-end deep ensemble learning model

is designed to improving AMC stability and classification accuracy. Experimental

results validate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes in this paper.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Deep ensemble learning architecture for AMC.

Figure 2. Inception block in ensemble model.

Figure 3. LSTM module in deep ensemble model.

Figure 4. (a) is the structure of VGGNet, (b) is the structure of the residual network model.

Figure 5. Confusion matrix of our model in various SNRs. With the sequences:(a) SNR = 0 dB, (b) SNR = 10 dB,

(c) SNR = 20 dB, (d) SNR = 30 dB.

Figure 6. The performance of different model versus sample length: (a) 256, (b) 512, (c) 1024.

Figure 7. t-SNE plots of different models with a SNR of 30dB:(a) Inception, (b) CLDNN, (c) ResNet, (d) Our

Model.
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Figures

Figure 1 Deep ensemble learning architecture for AMC.

Figure 2 Inception block in ensemble model.

Figure 3 LSTM module in deep ensemble model.
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Figure 4 (a) is the structure of VGGNet, (b) is the structure of the residual network model

Figure 5 Confusion matrix of our model in various SNRs. With the sequences:(a) SNR = 0 dB,
(b) SNR = 10 dB, (c) SNR = 20 dB, (d) SNR = 30 dB.
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Figure 6 The performance of different model versus sample length: (a) 256, (b) 512, (c) 1024.

Figure 7 t-SNE plots of different models with a SNR of 30dB:(a) Inception, (b) CLDNN, (c)
ResNet, (d) Our Model.
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